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A real paradox

All change seems impossible, but once accomplished,
the previous state seems impossible

Chartier – French Author 

The move to S/4HANA represents opportunities, risks and challenges. Some end up 
with a technical upgrade and miss out on the opportunity to reap benefits from the 
new platform and have no plan for phase 2 or it is difficult to get phase 2 going. 
Others are well aware that to move to S/4HANA and continue to work as before, 
makes no sense. Maybe you will make sense of what others have done or are 
planning to do and find your way to the ERP of the future which is now. And make 
no mistake this is the real paradox:



The Journey to SAP S/4HANA and beyond - Customer stories from Statkraft 
and Equinor
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The Journey to SAP S/4HANA and beyond - Customer stories from 
Statkraft and Helse Midt Norge (HEMIT) - with a focus on Finance

Paneldiscussion – Questions and Answers



1. How would you describe your top priorities, your top pain points and challenges and thus 
priorities going forward? (just to trigger some thoughts:)
q Do you still need to reduce complexity with more standardization and simplification?
q Is there still too much manual work and lack of support from technology in many tasks and processes?
q Are you still in need of more automation and visibility?
q Do you still have solutions which are out-of-date, more or less?

2. Looking at the figures below, do you relate to the findings in this survey?



Reporting and Analytics
1. You have shown how you are using among other things SAC to build 

dashboards. Do you think that Dashboards, Smart Business Cockpits, 
Fiori and possibilities like Embedded Analytics will change the way you 
are reporting and providing data for decision support and insight? 

2. At this stage are you still "producing tons of PDF or PowerPoints to top 
management and even the board or not?

3. If that is still the case, how do you see the future of reporting and 
analytics in your company going forward?



What are  your thoughts on Fiori and a possible UX-strategy?

1. Do you have a UX-strategy
q Will you be using standard apps (Fiori) in the future or do you have other plans?
q Are you still on transaction codes mainly or Fiori?
q Are Fiori, dashboards, role-based cockpits part of your roadmap and if not, why not?
q Do you see any benefits for the whole of the organization in using Fiori?
q Do you think that Dashboards, Fiori and possibilities like embedded analytics will change the way you 

are working in your company and do you plan on making this a reality?

2. Any knowledge and experience with the SAP Best Practice Library?
q SAP Best Practices Explorer

https://rapid.sap.com/bp/


How would you describe your budgeting and planning process today? 
1. Are you using BPC or Excel or even SAC?

2. Would you say that your process is cumbersome, time-consuming and 
very manual or?

3. How important is it for you to improve your planning and budgeting 
process?

4. Are you considering SAC and potentialle SDWC for the purpose or are 
you considering other options?



B2G and tax reporting 
1. This is a statement from Deloitte in a previous SBN Event: 

q Migrating to S/4 is a Life Event for Tax, an opportunity to enhance data for all tax 
processes and purposes. The backdrop is the constant rise in demands and 
requirements from governments around the world for insight into transactions for 
tax purposes (B2G).

q We are talking about both indirect and direct tax including VAT

2. Is this something that is of importance and relevance for you and your 
organization? 

3. Have you looked into the options and possibilities for tax on the new 
platform?



Sustainability and Sustainability Reporting

1. Of all of the buzzwords listed below,  are they of any importance to you, 
do they mean anything to you in your journey to  S/4HANA and beyond?
q Transformation - Business Transformation, Digital Transformation 
q Disruption 
q Sustainability
q Keep the core clean
q Agile 
q Data-driven
q Process-driven
q Insights-2-action

2. Is Sustainability and Sustainability Reporting one of many concerns on 
your part or not so important just now?



How you are organized means a lot (maybe the top CSF (Critical Success Factor), to 
be able to reap the benefits of the new platform! 

1. Can we agree on that? - but what about top management do they understand and are willing to allocate 
dedicated resources to the task of not only operate/maintain/migrate new company codes, but to do 
improvement work and explore opportunities as well?

2. In terms of Manpower, Responsibilities, Ownership and Governance how are you organized to do the 
transformation journey successfully and with a special view on Finance and Finance processes?

3. How have you organized ownership to systems, SAP ERP and business-processes?
q What are the role and responsibilities of global process owners and do you think that this concept is successfully 

implemented in your company?
q Do they have global reach and what is their amount/degree of authority?

4. How do you go about doing improvement work in your organization (continueous Improvement) 
5. Many companies fail to realize the importance of having people in the organization dedicated to do 

improvement work. How is that in your case?
6. In your opinion, how important is your (the Finance Function)  knowledge of the whole of SAP offerings , 

solutions and possibilities to the development of your finance organization and the business processes of 
your company? 
q might deep knowledge and skills in SAP S/4HANA and connected legacy systems and solutions constitute a 

comparative advantage or?



The transformation journey
1. In Statkraft you have been very clear on the importance of being ready 

to start a journey like the move to S/4HANA. Thinking of the whole 
organization in your company and their readiness and maybe no one was 
actually feeling that they were on a "burning platform" (everyone knows 
what to do), what role will change management and maturity of the 
company's employees  mean for such a project, in your opinion?

2. How have you prepared your finance organization and your internal 
customers for the change that will come?

3. Or maybe turning away from the notion of the burning platform to the 
burning ambition
q And how do you cope with that or what are your answers to that?



Business Process Automation/Management
1. We have seen that among your supporting technologies, you are using 

UIPath and Celonis. Process Mining is among your tools to improve your 
business processes. Could you say a few words about this and what role 
RPA or iRPA plays in your company? (the same to Hemit)

2. What about SAP Process Automation and the numerous new standard 
and prebuilt bots available. Are you aware of SAP iRPA Store or for that 
matter SAP Best Practice Explorer and what is available more or less out-
of-the-box. Have you considered or would you consider how you can 
benefit from standard bots and predefined content in the area of process 
automation and how would you eventually go about sorting out what 
could be useful for you?

q SAP Intelligent Robotic Process Automation Store (ondemand.com)
q SAP Best Practices Explorer

https://store.irpa.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/
https://rapid.sap.com/bp/


Business Case and Benefits realization
1. Your elevator pitch (meeting the top boss in the elevator) => summing 

up, what would you say are the major benefits of moving to S/4HANA for 
Finance, at the top of your head?



2 practical questions for the part of the audience not on S4 at this stage
What are your experiences and recommendations when it comes to the 
following? 
1. Conversion to business partner

q There are tools for this, but still there is probably a huge undertaking to clean up old data 
etc in addition to mapping and sorting out how this will be in the new solution.

q Can you share any thoughts on this?

2. Testing - assuming the finance function has been part of extensive 
testing in connection with going live, the question is, have you used any 
tools or done something smart to cope with this:
q Unit testing
q Integration testing
q Regression testing
q Authorization testing



Questions for Statkraft specifically 1
1. How important is the universal journal for you in your journey going 

forward? And subsequently New GL and document splitting?
q We understand that you encountered some challenges in connection with document split. 
q Could you elaborate and explain why?

2. From Profit center accounting in ECC to using the universal journal
q We understand this was truelly complicated to transfer to the universal journal 
q Do you care to elaborate?
q And what about open and old PO => what did you do with them?

3. What about group currency 
q We understand that came up as a surprise problem for you 
q Do you know why this was such a surprise?
q What did you do to solve the issue?



Questions for Statkraft specifically 2
1. Parallell ledgers

q You have mentioned that there are issues in connection with open items and the clearing of 
these because of this new functionality, which means a lost opportunity otherwise 

q Could you explain?

2. SAP Advanced Financial Closing (AFC)  and the Closing Process
q We understand that you are already using BlackLine maybe primarily for account 

substantiation and Reconciliations and that you are looking at SAP Advanced Financial 
Closing to help automate and simplify the R2R process. 

q What are your thoughts on some of the Intelligent Technologies from SAP in this respect 
and what might be the drivers and motivation for using technologies like AFC and what do 
you think you will gain from this?



Questions for Hemit specifically 
1. SAP Learning Hub

q This is something that you have made use of.
q How many users and internal customers are on the SAP Solutions today and going forward?
q Could you say a few words about your experience with a learning tool like this in connection 

with a huge project like S4?

2. Version 2020
q You were early adopters on this version from an earlier version of SAP S/4HANA
q Any learning points from migration from one version to the next?



Postludium
1. With your knowledge at this stage, what would you have done differently 

on the journey so far - what do you regret - what do you wish that you 
had done instead of what you did?

2. Is the following any concern to you or are you thinking that this is 
something that we need to consider and be prepared for:
q We are living in a time of what someone describes as hyperautomation of business 

processes
q Today SAP delivers best practices, but what is best up to know, may not be best in even the 

nearest future. 
q Some are saying that 50% of the best practices probably can be automated!
q More than 4500 companies according to SAP  are building automation on the BTP today, 

solutions that will eventually be available to all of us at some time - think of the 
accumulated impact of this Ride of Asgard (Åsgårdsreien)
Ø Any Comment?
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